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Femme adoree is een prachtige collectie die hedendaagse trends vertaald naar sierlijke juwelen. 

Ze creëert juwelen voor sterke vrouwen die bewondering en liefde oogsten voor wie ze zijn, wat 

ze doen en omdat ze stralen. De perfecties en imperfecties van het natuurlandschap vormen 

de basis van deze jonge collectie waarin mat goud 18kt, blinkend goud 18kt, diamant en half 

edelstenen perfect gecombineerd worden.

www.femmeadoree.be

Femme adoree est une belle collection qui traduit les tendances contemporaines en bijoux 

élégants. Elle crée des bijoux pour les femmes fortes qui sont admirées et aimées pour ce qu’elles 

sont, ce qu’elles font et parce qu’elles brillent. Les perfections et les imperfections du paysage 

naturel constituent la base de cette jeune collection dans laquelle l’or 18kt mat/brossé, l’or 18kt 

brillant, les diamants et les pierres semi-précieuses sont parfaitement combinés.
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Sometimes perfection 
is just  right  there, in 

the imperfections

Bracelet 06A0606

Earrings 06S0606

Necklace 06C0606
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We get a brand new start each and every day. Take 

a chance. Choose to paint each day in bright and 

beautiful colours to always make the best of it.

EVERY CANVAS
is a journey all its own

Bracelet 06A0601

Ring 10R0084

Ring 10R0085

Earrings 06S0601
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YOU ARE THE ARTIST 
and the art  itself
I thought becoming myself was improving each 

part, piece by piece. But it was finding a hidden 

wholeness seeing the fractures as the design.

Ring 02R0203

Earrings 06S0607/1 

Bracelet 06A0600
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To me, the whole process of being a brush stroke 

in someone else’s painting is a little difficult, yet 

so inspiring at the same time. Each brush strokes 

defines a different dimension.

ALWAYS ASPIRE
to inspire each day again

Earrings 02S0222

Ring 10R0076

Necklace 02C0222

Bracelet 02A0222
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BEAUTY IS MOSTLY 
in the imperfections
Our collection is inspired by the beauty of a 

painting. In its rawness there is purity, elegance 

and sophistication. The imperfections make it 

intense, powerful, but above all unique.

Bracelet 01A0128

Earrings 01S0128

Ring 03R0321

Ring 03R0323
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I'M A BELIEVER THAT
colour affects people's moods

Simply colour, unspoiled by meaning, and not connected 

with definite form, can speak to the soul in a thousand 

different ways. Always choose colour.

Earrings 06S0607/1

Necklace 06C0607

Bracelet 06A0607

Ring 03R0320
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There is a 
reason why we 

don't  see the world 
in black and white

Ring 03R0320

Ring 03R0321

Ring 03R0322

Ring 03R0323

Ring 03R0324

Ring 03R0325/1
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We carefully select our designs, and the way they are 

embellished. The division between gold & diamond 

has to be precise to keep the right balance. 

GOLD & DIAMOND
a match made in heaven

Earrings 02S0224 

Necklace 02C0224

Bracelet 02A0224
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GORGEOUS GEMSTONES 
their colours speak so loudly
Diamonds symbolize true love, but the power of a 

gemstone is often so much more refined. From ancient 

times to today, gems of every colour have been imbued 

with significance and special strenghts.

Necklace 06C0615
Earrings 06S0615/4 
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She wore flowers 
in her hair and carried 

magic secrets in 
her eyes

Ring 06R0619/1
Ring 06R0617/3

Ring 06R0618/4-5
Ring 06R0619/2

Earrings 06S0619/1 
Bracelet 06A0617/3
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EVERY FLOWER
blooms in its own time
Plant your own garden and decorate your own 

soul instead of waiting for someone else to 

come along and bring your flowers.

Ring 06R0619/2

Earrings 06S0617/3

Ring 06R0617/3
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CREATIVITY IS NOTHING
but  a mind set  free

Ring 06R0618/4-5

Earrings 06S0619/1

Bracelet 06A0617/3
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CONSIDER IT TO BRING
raw and everlasting joy
It’s funny how the expression says “feeling blue”, 

yet a blue topaz is known to bring pure joy, 

generosity, empathy, love and prosperity. 

Bracelet 01A0125/1

Bracelet 01A0125

Ring 06R0619/1

Ring 06R0619/2

Earrings 06S0603

Necklace 06C0603

Bracelet 06A0603

Ring 06R0619/2
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Every artist  dips his 
brush in his soul and 

paints his own nature into 
his artwork

Bracelet 01A0116/2
Earrings 01S0128 

Bracelet 01A0125
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Close your 
eyes to see me with 

your heart

Necklace 01C0125

Earrings 06S0603 
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FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS, 

THEY KNOW THE WAY

Never let it be said that to dream is 

a waste of one’s time, for dreams are 

our realities in waiting. In dreams, we 

plant the seeds of our future.

Earrings 06S0613

Necklace 06C0613 (90cm)
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Jewellery is like a 
biography. A story that  
tells the many chapters 

of our life
Earrings 06S0605

Necklace 06C0605
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FREEDOM IS THE POWER 
to choose our own chains
The tiny, golden chains in this set stand for 

everything we choose to hold on to. The things that 

broke us, yet brought us back stronger than before.

Bracelet 02A0221

Earrings 02S0221

Necklace 02C0221
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WE DREAM ABOUT 

WHEN THE SUNLIGHT 

PAINTS US GOLD

Ring 10R0185M

Earrings 02B0227

Bracelet 06A0609 

Earrings 06S0609

Necklace 06C0609 
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EVERY DROP
in the ocean counts

Beauty is about finding the right fit, the most 

natural fit. This delicate set enhances the soft 

glow on your skin and the fire in your eyes.
Earrings 03S0303 
Ring 03R0325/1
Necklace 03C0330 
Bracelet 03A0330
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Earrings 06O0604

Necklace 06C0604/1

Bracelet 06A0604/1
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Treat  anything you do 
as if you are creating a 

piece of art

Bracelet 06A0615

Earrings 06S0616 
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www.femmeadoree.be

 


